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Committee decision

in the news...

By Stephanie Gandy

Art �xhibition at Stockton's Haggin Museum

News Ed1tor

An exhibition of the Stockton Arts Commission's art collection
opening October 12 at The Haggin Museum, is the first of two publi
events in �t? ?er celebrating the Commission's lOth Anniversary.
The exh1btt1onf co-sponsored by the Museum will feature more
•
than 30 prints, paintings, and drawings acquired over the years and
designated for display in public buildings throughout Stockton.
The show, "The Stockton Arts Commission: Art in Public Places "
will be previewed at an invitational reception at the Museum from
a.m. to 12 noon on Saturday, October 1 1 .

�

io

S.F. lawyer addresses Friday S ymposium

Former trial lawyer Gary D. Sowards of San Francisco will address
the Friday Symposium at noon, October 3. Sowards, now a staff
attorney for the California Appellate Project, will talk about the
confumation process of the California Supreme Court Justices. The

''I

haven't seen it; that's exac·
tly why I'm here," stated
Sally Ann Bektel at Monday
night's debate concerning the
screening of Jean-Luc Goddard's
Hail Mary at the University
Theatre.
The informal debate, which
drew a quieter and smaller
gathering than expected, was de
signed to provide the campus com-·
munity with a variety of vie-

schedule. Each gave an emotional
and strong account of their views,
lending some insight to the
listeners, who would eventually
vote on· the matter.
Michael Vollmer of the Catholic
Campus Ministry broke ground on
the issue by explaining his thoughts
when initially submitting a letter to
the editor of The Pacifican. At
first, he said, he thought he was
"infringing on the rights" of the
University students with his sugges
tion that Hail Mary not be shown.
He then went on the say that he felt

California Appelate Project is a non-profit corporation established by

the State Bar of California.
The Symposium is conducted every Friday at noon in Elbert Covell

El Centro, with coffee and tea provided for everyone. Soup and salad
also available for a $1.00 donation for those who do not wish to
bring a sack lunch.
are

Honeywell announces contest

_
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Minneapolis, Sept. 11, On Sept 15, Honeywell launched its
1111n
111-1m ual Futurist Awards Competition, an essay contest that asks
ts to predict technology advancements 2$ y,ears from now.
Roneywell wants college students to imagine the year 2001 and write
essays about the technol
developments they foresee. This year's
contest will offer 10 winners, $3,000 each and the chance to work for
Honeywell next summer.
Last year, 450 students,
and universities in
325
47 states, entered the competition.
Students can receive contest rules by writing Futurist Rules,
l64,
Honeywell Telemarketing Center, Honeywell Plaza MN12-4
1581.
ext.
1,
28-511
1-800-3
free
toll
g
or
callin
5.5408,
MN
lis,
nea
po
Min
Requests For entry materials must be received by Dec. 31, 1986.
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Pre-rush open house a success

s

It's sorority pre-rush time again at UOP.
The frrst of six pre-rush parties was an open bouse September 17,.
the place of the annual pre-rush ice cream social. Elizabeth
Arnone, Panhellenic rush chairperson, said the reason for the change
in the pre-rush agenda reflected last year's evaluation sheets.
"Many of last year's pre-rushees wish they could have seen the
of the sororities at the frrst party,'' said Arnone. ''The open
house gave this year's pre-rushees the opportunity to do so."
Because the open house party was similar to actual rush parties.
Panbellenic felt it would give the rushees an idea of what sorority rush
will be like and at the same time serve as a rusb. "practice"for the new

taking
inside

actives of each house.
Arnone considered the party a success because the lOS pre-rushees
who attended tripled last year's attendance of 40.
UOP
Rush will be held January 14-19, 1987. Arnone encourages aU
women to sign up for rush on December 3 in the UC Theatre at 6:00
p.m., and attend all rush parties.

Applications available for

�

P

Pageant.

d

County.
To secure a copy of rules and an application, po.te�tial contestants
may write to the Miss San Joaquin Pageant Assoctauon, Post Office
Box4S23, Stockton, CA 9S204. Potential contestants may also contact
Executive Director Cheri Lyman at 474-6002.

wow cbange announced

alist Daniloff,
Because of the recent affair with the American journ
the "World
in
e
chang
a
,
l'egarding his release from the Soviet Union
on Wednesday" schedule has been made. Prof. Gerald Hewitt, from
OP's political science department will e addr�sing �anilofrs
Situation and the upcoming Iceland S unumt. The title of his lecture
Will be " e Iceland Summit, and the Daniloff Affair". tHe
replacing Rabbi Chester as the fourth speaker in the WOW senes thls
fall. Rabbi Chester will be speaking later in the semester.

�

wpoints. It also' supplemented the
UPBEAT Films Committee's
knowledge of the concerns of the
students, while serving as a means
by which they would eventually
make a decision on the future of
the film.
The selected speakers included
Marian Bates and Sally Ann Bektel, who were supporting the film
being shown; and Michael Vollmer
and Tim Kitchen proposing that it
be removed from the film
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it was his responsibility to keep
others from being offended (by the
ftlm).
"When freedom is given to a
small group of people, there are immediate responsibilities," he stated, adding, "I'm not quite sure the
UPBEAT Films Committee acted
responsibly."
Vollmer
asserted
that
a
"...movie with the same artistic
value that is less offensive would
be more valuable."

Bank jailed to mention that such commerctal se�1ces reqmre f! fee.
Paul Phillips, Financial Aid Director, brought thiS to the atte11t1on .of
g the help
The Pacificanand urges students to be cautious when enlistin
ofscholarship services.

.
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Greek Wee k fu l l of frie ndly competitio n\
By Heather Backstrom
Staff WritAr

ouse
unity,
increased
visibility on campus and the
development of an overall stronger
Greek system is the purpose of

H

UOP's Greek Week.
"It gives all the Greeks a chance
to get together and interact," said
Dorothy Jenkins, one of the co1 chairpersons of Greek Week.
: "Basically, it promotes the
1 Greek system and shows off all of
:its different aspects,'' Jenkins said.
: The week's activities were
1 kicked off last Saturday by Kappa
:Alpha Theta's Twister game,
: which also raised money for the
• sororiy's philanthropy, logopedics
:(speech and hearing nnpairments).
: Greek Week will be brought to a
•close on Saturday. Delta Gamma's
: annual Anchor Splash, not part of
: Greek Week this year, will be this
1 Sunday.,. Other events scheduled
for the week include a showing of
"Animal House," rotational
house parties, and Chariot races at
this Saturday's football game.
''All of the events are social
1
��
�������ww�� ----��- -�� � -�--------��
.�������:-.
tbe ·· �k· ·--�
proVides an invaluable service to �
Gree s ng on mooday.
in
The ladles of Tn-Delta sang tbelr way to ftnt
the commuruty, , sa1'd Jenkins.
Theta Twister - Delta Delta Delta
highest score.
"It's too bad. I wish more nonNon-Greeks are also invited to
and AlphaKappaLambda;
given
were
trophies
past
the
"In
Greeks
happenshe
week's
would
the
in
involved,"
get
participate
for each event but we're only All Greek Softball - Archania,
ings. Anchor Splash and Twister said.
giving overall awards this year," Alpha Chi Omega; and· Alpha
At the week's end, trophies are
are two events that non-Greeks get
Kappa Lambda;
said Jenkins.
awarded
ns
the
to
with
house
Jenki
the
involved with; however
Greek Sing - Delta Delta Delta and
as
are
far
so
winners
The
most
nonoverall
a
as
well
as
points,
few
said that overall very
AlphaKappaLambda.
f o l lows:
Greeks participate in the week's separate trophy for the sorority
._
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Editor's Note: Last week's "In the News" f!rlicle �n the Sc�o/arship

are "imposing their own personal
interpretations of Biblical truth"
on the rest of the campus.
Also cited were the artistic and
inspirational aspects of the film
Bektel added that the sensous, eratic air of the film would not be
deemed entirely offensive or lewd,
by religious individuals, as the
book, "Song of Solomon," is also
of a sensous nature.
"It's just blatant censorship,"
Bektel declared. "We are all responsible adults, capable of making responsible decisions."
The responsible adults who had
the fmal say in the fate of Goddard's Hail Mary were members of
last spring's UPBEAT Films Committee, who originally selected the
film for this year's schedule.
Ironically enough, it turned out
that none of the speakers, for or
against Hail Mary, had actually
seen the film.
A point was also made that by
coming to college, students were
making decisions to broaden their
horizons. And then the question
was also asked "Why are we plunking down fifteen thousand to have
a
small
minority
take
it away? "
A show of hands vote revealed
that the vast majority of ihe students attending the debate were
determ ined
to
contin ue
"broadening their horizons," with
only ten students voting to ban the
film. Approximately one hundred
and fifty students were on hand for
the vote.
Immediately following the
debate, the 1985-86 UPBEAT Ftbns
Committee met in the Universi<y
Center gallery to decide whether or
not their decision to show Hail
Mary would be revoked. By a
unanimous vote, the past decision
of the committee to present Hail
Mary to the campus and community, was maintained. The committee
decided to continue its plan to
show the film.

�-------------�----------------------------------------------·----------------------------------

Miss San Joaquin County

Applications are still being accepted for the 1987 Miss San Joaquin
County Scholarship Pageant. The applications will be accepted until
October 16 1986 which is the date of the Miss San Joaquin County
The Preliminary ageant will be
Preli inary
held at the Lincon High School Little Theatre in Stockton. The
competition will include the areas of interview, swimsuit and talent.
To be eligible a young lady must be between the ages of 17 and 26,
and must resi e, be employed or attend school in San Joaquin

Scholarshi�

Michael VoUmer debates his side of tbe Hail Mary issue.

Marian Bates disagreed with
Vollmer's "offensive" tag, stating,
"Hail Mary does not offend,
rather it brings religion to people
who have not seen it." Bates went
on to cite the Bible's mission of
portraying the Virgin Mary and the
baby Jesus as mortal beings,
adding that the film Hail Mary
does exactly that. "It's against the
Bible's objectives if we put these
figure!; on a pedestal," said Bates.
The First Amendment to the
Constitution, a much larger issue,
was then brought into the discussion as Bates reminded listeners of
their freedom to see the films they
choose. "Your rights extend until
they infringe on the rights of
others," he said, remarking that
the Catholic Campus Ministry itself displays an "ample demonstration of rights" by distributing
pamphlets in the University Center. Bates likened the removal of
Hail Mary from the schedule to
telling Vollmer he couldn't
distrubute literature.
Tim Kitchen, a member of the
ASUOP Senate gave a more
emotional view of why the ftlm
should not be shown. After citing
quotes from the ftlm and from
critics that had already seen it,
Kitchen asked the listeners what
they would do if their mothers had
been portrayed in a movie in a
manner they believed to be
demeaning. "I wouldn't want anyone to have any ideas that my
mom would be that way. I feel as if
someone I feel is dear to my heart
is being reflected in a way that (is
unsuitable)."
"I'm not fighting for an ideal or
a concept, I'm fighting for someone I love dearly,'' he concluded.
"Why can't they choose not to
see it?" asked Sally Ann Bektel of
the individuals who believe they
would fmd Hail Mary offensive.
Bektel brought up the fact that
not all UOP students are religious,
or of the same religion, and noted
that supporters of banning the film

stands
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The

news
Bookstore hit by Sac students

By Patty Fellows

Ass1stant News Editor

S

acramento City College, UC
Davis, Cal State Hayward,

and UOP... what do all these cam
pus boo kstores have in common?
They were all hit at the beginning
of this semester by flocks of
students
State
Sacram ento
scavenging for books.
Just weeks before classes began
in September, Sacramento State
began the remodeling of their book
store. They transferred all materials
to a portable building on campus,
and, as a resuJt, some 25,000
Students were faced with long lines,
short book supplies, and many
headaches. Rather than stand in
line all day, many students traveled
the few extra miles to buy their
books at one of the nearby college
bookstores.
When UOP students arrived in
August, they found that many of
the books for their classes were
sold out. Similar situations
occurred in other area bookstores.
According to Robert Heiselman,
Director of Sacramento City Col
lege bookstore, 50 percent of the

customers in his �>lore on the first
day of class were Sacramento State
students. Here at home in the UOP
bookstore, AI Warren, Director,
srud, "In the frrst five days of class
this year, we did 88 percent of all
the business we did in the first
month of last year."
Warren said that situations like
that of Modem Language profes
sor Bob Dash were not uncom
mon. At the begining of class Dash
was 19 books short. A week later,
after re-ordering 23 more copies,
17 of his students still did not have
books.
"Our students come first," said
AI Warren. Thus, he and Julie Sid,
Book Manager, began the search
for the textbooks needed to fill the
store's empty shelves.
"We get our books from three
sources," said Warren, "used
book companies, other schools,
and the publishers themselves. Re
stocking the boo kstore inculded
calling these places, determining
enough to cover UOP's class enroll
ment. In many cases, Warren paid
second-day-air postage rates to get
the books here as soon as possible.
"we were concerned because we
didn't want our faculty and stu-

dents without books," said War
ren. "That's why we spent the
money. We bought books from the
places that could send them to us
the fastest."
Warren estimates that the bill
for postage and telephone calls
during those frrst weeks of school
will be about $7,000. Even with the
increased book sales Julie Sid esti
mates that the total loss to the
book store is between $3,000 and
$4,000.
"It bothers me that Sacramento
State didn't plan this out," said
Warren. "It bothers me that any
student should be without books.''
According to Warren, Elroy Lit
tlefield, Director of Sacramento
State's bookstore, "blew it" when
he didn't warn anyone of the
change. "It didn't make sense."
Warren stated that he knew Little
field cut his own book orders,
anticipating decreased sales. "He
knew that the students wouldn't
wait in lines," said Warren.
Though things may have settled
down right now, for Warren, the
end is not in sight. Sacramento's
new bookstore is not scheduled to
be completed until next October or
November. "We still have two

more book rushes ahead of us,"
k
said Warren. The staff in the boo
the
g
for
preparin
dy
alrea
is
store
next semes ter crush . Some
solutions that have already been
considered include ordering extra
copies of every book, requiring
UOP J.D. to purchase textbooks,
or "closing stacks,"which would
not allow anyone to buy books
until the frrst day of classes. Ac
cording to Warren, none of these
are viable solutions. Publishers lim
it the number of textbooks that can
be returned, not all students have
I.D. cards, and closing the stacks
causes even bigger crowds and
more confusion.
According to Warren, "It's been
a super-unusual year, but l'm real
proud of the staff and the faculty
has been superb. They've been un
derstanding and have worked with
us."
"It's been the pits," said War
ren, "but we have an obligation to
go on and plan for next semester.
We gotta be ready, we'll have no
problem if we know the sales are
coming."

'Real' Sou th Afri ca prese nted to UOP
Bv Robyn Gillon
Staff Wuter

ave your ever seen those
"Wo rld on Wedn esda�"
signs around campus and won
dered what they were?

H

Every Wednesday, UOP's Be
chtel International Center presents
a different speaker who comes to
speak for approximately one hour
on a variety of different topics.
On Wednesday, September 24,
at 12:00 noon, "World on Wed
nesday" presented Ms. Pamela
Leri Who spoke extensively about
her experiences during her recent
two-month visit to South Africa.
' Introducing Lcri was Bruce Le
Brack, professor of CuJtural An
thropology here at UOP.
"Pamela was a student of mine
and is probably the best travelled
person I know," stated LeBrack.
Havins travelled extensively
since September, 1985, Lcri has
had the unique opportunity to wit
ness the real-life happenings of
such places as Tibet, Burma, Zim
babwe, and South Africa.
Leri broug.'tt an 'Eye Witness
Report", as she called it, from
South Africa. The report was in
tended to help get past the hard
news that abounds on the subject,
and to see the ordinary, everyday
life in South Africa that is far from
simple.
During her two months of travel
in South Africa, in the cities, the

I
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Managing Editor
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She continued to say that
through a series of explorations, a

Leri spoke extensively on the
subject of apartheid and of the

Leri.

She also spoke about the terrain
and the manicured vineyards and
winetasting roo1ns of Afrikaner
Stellenbosch and other areas.
With a slide show as well as a
spoken presentation, Lcri painted
a vivid picture for the audience, of
the different people, areas, and
specific issues of South Africa to
day.

David Richter, lecturer in guitar
and internationally acclaimed
guitarist, will be featured in the
Conservatory of Music's Resident
Artist Series, on Wednesday, Octo
ber 8, at 8:15 pm.
Richter was named gold medal
winner of the 20th Concorso Inter
nationale of Milan, Italy in 1985,
and was a first prize winner of the
National Wurlitzer Collegiate
Artist competition in 1983. More
!ecently, Richter has performed
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with the Highlands Chamber Mu
sic Festival in North Carolina and
in various solo recitals in Los
Angeles and San Francisco. He
was also involved in the Master
Oass of Maestro Andre's Segovia
an the Metropolitan Museum of
Art in New York City, a perform
ance filmed for release by National
Public Television.
The Resident Artist Series takes
place in Morr is Chap el a n d
admission i s free.

GO TIGERS

Featu� Editor
Entertainment Editor

Sukhwinder Kaur

Lori Minden

By traveling on Greyhound,
"black bus," train, and the
strength of thumb, "I met the
people of South Africa," stated

"A view that, through the medi
a, is easily and often distorted with
the overflowing of hard news, of
black-on-black violence and bom
bings, sight is often lost of the
ordinary South Africans," stated
Leri.

anti-apartheid organizations in Jo
hannesburg's Khotso House.

Asst. News Editor

Robyn Bullard
Chuck McCasUn

·onfu<.ing,and often �imcs contra
dictory, picture of a more human
:SOuth Africa emerged.

IS ALL ABOUT!

The Pacifican

Tommy Thornton

rural "homelands," the posh coas
tal resorts, the townships, and the
orderly Afrikaner country towns,
Lcri received an extremely diverse
look at and feeling for South Afri
ca, and how it truly is.

Ri chte r to p e rfo rm

University Book Store-university Center

•

Stockton, CA 95211

•

(209. 946-2329

aCROSS the natiOn
Campus Notes

De Hoose Passes A Larger Education Spending Bill

'[be House last week approved a $19 billion 1987 flscal year Dept.
of Education budget that is $1.2 billio n higher than this year's and
restores many cuts to the Gramm�Rudman balanced budget law.
But tb� same day the House apprpved the bill, House and Senate
budget conunittee members endpr� a plan to sli� $1.1 billion form
the J986i.budget again to meet fUrther cuts required by Gramm

Rudman·

Many campos English teachers would switch careers
Some 40 percent of the college English instructors surveyed by the
National Council of Teachers of English said they'd choose different,
more lucrative and more "personally rewarding'; careers if they could

begin again. ..

'

,. �-

Bobba Smith says Michigan-State chants convinced
him. to quit Miller Lite ads

MSU students greeted Smith's Homecoming game appearance with
chants of ':1� filling, tastes great, •• leading Smith to conclude the ads
were a bad influence on them.
.

.

o.,uing his football plaYing days atMSU, fans often cheered Smith
"
with chant$ of 04Kill, Bubba, Kill."
U of

·

'
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Last

:·

week

student wins

s4o,ono ht damages for hayride
inJuries

·

;

student Joan Gannon won the settlement of a case in
which a pot of hot chocolate spilled on her during a J984
campus-approved hayride, causing permanent injury to her.
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D.C . -� T h e
. American student body will
shrink by "less than one percent"
this school year, the U.S. Dept. of
Education Predicts.
But s o me experts, who have
. .
been wrutmg
for the Great Enroll�
ment Drop of the Eighties for six
years now, say the're skeptical that
a decrc:ase will occur this year.
In 1ts 20th annual back-toschool forecast fo national college
enrollment released last week, the
department says there are fewer
18-to-22-year-olds - the people
traditionally most likely to enroll
as freshmen in colleges - in the
population at large.
But the forecast also predicts
college enrollment probably won't
suffer that much from the shortage
of 18-year-olds because more
older, part-time students are registering and will offset what would
have been a major population
drop, says Tom Snyder of the
Education Department.
"If there's a drop in college-age
students, enrollment overall will go
down," he says. "By the same
token, if there is a rise in another
age group, it may balance out"
and show no decline at all.

In the seventies, demographers
p redict ed college enrollments
would drop precipitously during
this decade, forcing as many as 200
campuses to close up fall, 1981.
It didn't happen, largely because
a
recession
many
pushed
"Nontradit ional" - meaning
those older than 25 - students
b�ck to school to
deferred
de2t'ees or to retrain.
National enrollment figures
have stayed roughly stable at or
arou nd 12.1 million students
through the decade, college head
counts show.
Last year, the College Board
reported in its annual census r�
leased two weeks ago, college enrollment fmally fell two percent. It
was the biggest drop of the decade.
One reason may be that
"nontraditional" students are not
enrolling in as weat a number as
before says the Education Dept.'s
Debra Gerald.
"Those trends have slowed a
bit," Gerald says. "They're not
increasing as rapidly as they have
in the past."
But some educators are unwilling to listen to Education Dept.
forecasts as seriously as they used

get

to.
"The truth is we don't get real
concerned (about them). We're not
convinced (the decline is) going to
happen," says Julianne Thrift of
the National Institute of Indepen�
dent Colleges and Universities

(NICU).

"The Education Department

has predicted decreases higher than

one percent in the last few years,
but they haven't come true."
Thrift now has her own estimates of the course of college
enrollment. "Now, the enrollment
for kindergarten through 12th
grade is increasing again.'' As
such, the NIICU feels college
enrollment will level off and
eventually increase in a few years.
"The real impact will be in 1992
for colleges. Chances are enrollment will level off, and in 1997-98,
enrollment will go back up,"
Thrift says.
"It won't be like the 1960's,
when it was really wild. Colleges
were proliferating all over," she
recalls. "Our question is, really,
will we lose any colleges by then"
because of projected enrollment
decreases.(CPS)

Tuition
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D.C.--Col leges
this year will ,remain about
the last bastiQp ,oft inf4Won in
America, new accountings show.
Students will pay about six per
cent more in tuition and fees to go
to college this year than the did in
1985-86, the College Board says,
while the nation's Consumer Price
Index rose only a little more than
two percent since last year.
Some colleges, of course, hiked
their prices even higher and faster
than the national average.
Tennessee raised average tuition
by about 15 percent at state colle
ges, while it costs residents about
14.7 percent more to attend the
University of Arizona this year
than last year.
Swarthmore hiked tuition 11
percent, Colorado 10 percent, Chi
cage nine percent and Stanford,
among many others above the
average, seven percent.
College officials, as they have
for the last several years, said they
needed to keep pushing tuition up
so fast to help cope with the long
depression in the higher education
industry, which began in the late
seventies.
They need money, they say, to
help pay for long-overdue faculty
salary increases, long-deferred
maintenance of campus buildings
and labs and a need to increase
"the quality of education."
Whatever the reasons, the an
nual College Board survey shows
the total average tuition, fees,
books, and housing costs of atten
ding four-year public colleges rose
five percent from $5,314 to $5, 604
for on-campus students and $4,240
to $4,467 for off-campus students .
Four-year pnvate colleges
jumped an average of six percent,
from $9,659 to $10,199 for resident
students and from $8,347 to $8,809
for commuters.
,
Despite some ongoing protests
at the University of Colorado,,• '
most students nationwide seem to
be taking the increases in stride.
No colleges have reported losing
students because of the rapid rise
in costs, says Cecilia Ottinger of
the American Council on Educa�
tion.
"Tuition increases have not had
that much of an effect on
enrollment,"she
says.
"It
(enrollment) has only decreased
about one percent, which is not
very significant.''
.Schools everywhere, however,
had no shortage of reasons for
hiking student costs.
Scores of them say they needed
to raise money to increase faculty
and staff salaries.
"Our faculty has gone two years
without a salary increase," says
lDr. James Boelkins of Geneva
College in Beaver Falls, PA.,
lwhere tuition went up $170 this fall.
·

·
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QUESTION tt2.

HOW CAN THE BUD.GET-CONSCIOUS
COLLEGE STUDENT SAVE MONEY?

_.///./

Save over 50o/o off AT&T's weekday rates on
out-of-state calls during nights and weekends.

b)

Don' t buy textbooks when ''Monarch Notes" will do
iust fine.

c)

Save 40o/o off AT&T's·weekday rate on out-of-state
calls during evenings.

d)

Count on AT&T for exceptional value and high quality
serv1ce.

e)

Hang around with the richest kids in school; let them
pick up the tab whenever possible.
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If you're like most college students in the western hen1isphere,
you try to make your money go a long \\ray. That's why you should
know that -AT&r L ongJ)�an£_�gr�.!h.t.�.!g��-£�9J��J&r you.
.
AT&r Oiferssomany· terrific values. For example, you
/./ can save over 50% off AT&r's day rate on calls during
until5 pm Sunday, and from 11 pm
weekends
Sunday through Friday.
to 8 am ,
Call between 5 pm and 11 pm,
Sunday through Friday, and you' ll save 40'fo

/
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/ / _,i�

.
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off our day rate.
Ever dial a wrong nutnber? AT&T gives you
Jmm�mate Gr.g.nit if you do. And of course, you can count on
AT&r for clear long distance connections any place you call.
�
To find out more about ho\\' AT&T can help�ave you !!l.2n
_ ��.� -h-�ye_t.<?. _ ng roun with
give us a call. With a little luck, you w?
the rich kids. Call toll-free today, at;!_�g()
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The right choice.
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At Lewis and Clark State Col
lege in Idaho, by. contrast, tuition
didn't go up, leaving faculty and
staff upset. "I've had one increase
in the last four years , ant that's a
12-14 percent loss (in buying pow
er) for me," says Dale Alldredge,
vice president of fmance.
The problem, says Dr. Kent
Halstead, research economist for
the
l).S.
Department
of
Education, is that "colleges cannot
raise wages fast enough."
"Institutions are trying to make
up for the loss (in faculty buying
power) since the mid-seventies,'' he
explains, adding declining faculty
buying power and morale have led
many top teachers to leave campus
for private industry. "They've
gained ground since '82, abut
they've still got a ways to go."
During the years of rampant
inflation, declining state ·funding
and now lo.wer federal,budgets,
moreover, colleges put off expen
sive maintenance and moderniza
tion of their campuses.
Many say they can't put it off
any longer.
"We have a 100-year old cam
pus," says Geneva's Boelkins,
"and extensive maintenance has
been deferred."
In Vermont, Bennington needs a
new roof on one of its buildings.
"We have an endowment that
gives us some leeway, but we are
asking (from students) what it
costs (to run the campus," says
spokesman Charles Yoder.
Bennington students, in fact pay
more for college that anyone else:
$16,950 a year (CPS)

,
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Teacher Feature

By Kristin Schvvellenbach

e l l - rou nded prof
By Robyn Gillon
Stall Wnter

and
mus1c1an ,
ctor,
professor ali-in-one describe
educated
well-rounded,
the
background of this intelligent,
energetic, and sensitive man: Dr .
Randall J. Kooer.
"I have an ambition in 6fe to do
everything there is to do-twice ,"
stated Koper.
No doubt he is on his way to
ach ieving this excecdinaiY hiah am
bition that would be seemingly un
attainable to the averqe person.
In 1 974, Koper obtained a
Bachelor of Arts deBree in Multi
Disciplinary Social Science from
Michigan Stale Univasity. Koper
took a variety of c:ounes including

scxic*Jgy, thcatte, lii!by, �

anthropology, and many others,
all which added to his well
rounded background.
One of Koper's greatest loves is
the theatre. One summer during
his college years, he acted in a
summer theatre practicum. During
this time, Koper performed in four
shows, doing everything from
building sets to doing make-up,
and finally the best of all to him,
acting.
With his love for music, and
being a talented musician, Koper
worked with a friend as a street
musician in NeW York City. ThiS
duo called themselves the "Trout
Brothers" and performed in front
of places such as The Plaza Hotel,
Carnegie Hall, Time Square, and
the Central Park Zoo .
After about a year, Koper re-
turned home to East Lansing, Mi•

Staff Writer

I

t doesn't take an airplane
ticket to see the world. Every
UOP student can discover the
cultures of Saudi Arabia, In
donesia, the People's Republic of
China, France, Malaysia and many
other nations by taking a short trip
across campus to the Bechtel In
ternational Center.

chigan where he worked as a buil
ing engineer in a large hotel. Ko
then decided to go back to school
to further his education. After
speaking to Judce Bursoon ,
director of graduate students of the
Communication Department at
Michigan State, he was accepted
into the graduate program. He was
also selected for a graduate assist
antship to teach an Introduction to
Communication class.
"The first communication
course that I ever step� into; I
was teaching it,'' stated Koper.
He obtained his master's degree
as well as his doctor ate tn
communication from Michigan

duate work, Koper wrote letters
and sent resumes to colleges and
universities across the nation, in
cluding University of the Pacific.
UOP responded to his resume so
Koper flew to California, was in
terviewed, shown around by Ben
Fraser and Sue Gust. and was hired .
"The next thing I knew 1 was
here in California, teaching at the
Universtiy of the Pacific, · 'stated

Kooer.
Koper is beginning his second
year here at UOP as a professor in
the Communications Department.
He teaches courses in various areas
of the Communication field.
Professors like this, just starting
out, are the life-blood of UOP's
continuing program. With their ta
lents and new ideas, they are a
stimulus for older professors as
well as students.

:= �:Th·is wee k ' s jobs . . .
Need a job? The Career Planning and Placement Center

�

liaison between foreign students
and their governments, which is
!"articularly valuable for students
er
who are at UO P because of gov
nment sponsorship. The OIS will
also follow up on students to be

sure that they come back every
any
semester, and, if they have

The Bechtel International Cen
ter is located directly across from
the gym , next to Jessie Ballantyne
Hall . Few students are even aware
that it exist, except that is, for the
nearly 400 foreign students from
SS different countries who have
passed through its doors this year.
For these students, the Bechtel
International Center is a home
away from home where they can
gather to speak their native langua
ges, discuss events that are happen
ing in their countries and adjust to
life in the United States.
The Bechtel Center's office of .
International Services offers many
services for the foreign student at
UOP. Some programs the office
sponsors include orientation for
new foreign students, the new stu
dent camp, and the conversation
partners program, which pairs t:
foreign and U.S. students for the
purpose of cross-cultural sharing.

State University.
Koper was married to his girl
friend, Patty, in June, 1 984.
Shortly after completing his gra

has jobs available fo� the following positions:

n into the
students in transitio
m
American academic syste and the
, " said
life
of
Amer ican way
tor of
Direc
in,
Urba
St.
Barbara
at the Be
ices
Serv
l
iona
rnat
Inte
chtel International Center.
The Office of International Ser
vices is available to serve as a

For all you

business majors, why not be an accounting assistant , $4.50
hr; Are you artistic? How about a graphic artist, $5 to $7
hr. ; Also, a position is open for a cashier, $5 hr. For more
information, contact Jo Wagner at the Career Planning and
Placement Center, 946-236 1 .

�
�

Q:.

"We are here to assist foreign

C l oset
Staff Wnter

any people like to write
poems or songs, maybe
draw a picture or take a
photograph, but most people feel
that their creations are not good
enought to admire. If this sounds
familiar and you would like to let
your creativity shine through, the
Calliope is for you.
Exactly what the Calliope is all
depends on what you as an indivi
dual who would like to get invol
ved, can make it. In the past the
Calliope has been known as a
literary magazine. Most of the sub
missions deal with poems, short
stories or one act plays. According
to Valerie Wenzel, editor-on-chief
of the Calliope, "We as an organi
zation would like to get away from
the idea that the Calliope is just a
verbal magazine. I would like to
see many types of artistic input
which would not only involve

P1ccl1 lon
Cull
Fo r M e n - Wom e n

there is another office at the Center
which helps send American studen
ts overseas . The Office of Inter
national Programs helps UOP
students plan schedules for going
abroad· as well as orienting them
to the culture they have chosen.

are

cre·ators-CailCOntri bute

By Jim Smith

M

Carlos Yabut and Enrique A. Goazala, both of the Philippines,

problems, help to get them back to
UOP.
One of the main goals of the
people working at the Bechtel
Center is to promote cross-cultural
understanding. For this reason,

words, but also paintings and ph(}.
tographs that show the creativity
of the individuals behind them. "
As of right now the Calliope is· in
its staff building phase. To be a
member of the Calliope staff do
esn't mean one has to be a great
literary mind or an English major,
but rather one who has the interest
in the making and building of an
interesting magazine which is made
up of regular poeple who have an
interest in the arts.
"The artisans who contribute to
the Calliope are taking the chance

to fmd out if tbeir creations work
and if they communicate someth
ing. Of course, if you're on the
staff, and can listen to the discus
sion yourself, it makes being a part
of the magazine even a more
worthwhile idea," says Wenzel.
The Calliope offers many ad
vantages that most publications of
this nature don't. Not only can a
person be a contributor to the
content of the magazine, but also
to the way it is formed by becom
ing part of the staff. According to
Wenzel, "The actual form of the

magazine depends as much on the
staff as on the artists. That's why
the group dynamics are so impor
tant, why editors must speak out,
however quietly they choose."
Wenzel continues by saying that
"This is not voting in which every
boay is eventually swayed to one
side or the other. This is consensus;
ideas are thrown around and magic
pops out, hopefully in the form of
a magazine. "
Being a part of this type of
organization can make a person

o ways to leave

the pack be
-

(Continued on page 5, column
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"The Afford able Fam i l y Hair Ca re Center"
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Apple� has two ways to put you ahead
of the competition. And keep you there.
Just take part in a five minute
demonstration of the Macintosh"' per
sonal computer.
You'll see how Macintosh can
help you work better, faster and smarter.

You 'II also quali fy to win a Trek�
12-speed touring bike. And you'll walk
away with a free bicycle cap.
Macintosh and a Trek bike.
Both will do more than help you
get ahead. Both will take you
anywhere you want to go.
•
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E.T. soon began to observe and experience Mean Mr. Glean's doc
trine through the ever millitant little assistant tentacles. During the
same time E.T. confi.Illled that, little usual duties such as little cleaning
and a little repairing expected in even the lowest rated motel, happened
to be ignored at North East. When little tourists in their tiny voices
brought any of this to the attention of the petite gooey assistant ten
tacles, they would wiggle out of this encounter by pointing accusingly
somewhere in the direction of the furthest border of the village, where
nobody ever ventured for fear of being suffocated by a lazy multi
branched beer-bellied weed ftrmly seated on it's roots, and who loved
to flash it's botanical name of Physicallis Inertias Plantae. So, few lit
tle tou!ists ever got a glimpse of this mysterious deity that was also
known to be on intimate terms with you know who.
Dragon and weed were known to spend days and nights scheming
tortuous plots against their highly despised colony of little tourists.
One of E.T.'s worst ordeals in confronting Mean Mr. Glean came
about the time of midterm tanning , when quirky Mean Mr. Glean
chose to rapidly close down the tw_o little bathrooms adjacent to
E.T. 's very little room. About the same time little E.T. ran into Mean
Mr. Glean in the middle of the forest. E.T. dared to bring up the
problem to his attention. Quickly changing his color to a pale green as
if he were just a large chameleon, Mean Mr. Glean gleaned, exposing
his enormous eye-balls, curled his thick tail dangerously close to E. T.
and in his own sweet glealning way explained- to little E:T: thai both
bathrooms had a little tiny leak that needed a little repair.
However, it was incomprehensible to the passing little tourist as to why
inorder to repair a tiny little leak, they should have dropped two
biting, ripping, screaming, crushing, lunatic apes to disintegrate a few
little cubic meters of tile and plaster. Following this a tbird. bathroom
that was still within walking distance of E.T. 's room had its little uri
nals clogged. The evidence suggested that only something big, very big,
about the size of a dragon could have done it. When E.T.
repeatedly complained, the usual administrative never, never ending
·stories of deflecting responsibilities followed:The wigly gooey petite
tentacles pointed to Inertia Plantae's big belly button. Mean Mr.
Glean pointed to the petite tentacles or the Plantae's big belly button.
And the nebulous, supercilious big belly button was totally unconcerned
about the issue, and was not available for comment.
By the time the little third bathroom was unplugged, one big little
stench had risen, rendering the little bathroom unusable for at least
two little centuries.
Sc all the little male tourists of one floor and a half of the second
1;.::-ge.�t. motel in the little village were forced to make seemingly endless
congregations just for a little quick access to one of the little urinals
functioning appropriately. This episode was particularly painful to
E. T. and his immediate neighbors since this one bathroom was located
on the exact opposite comer of their motel rooms. The little tourists
always t alked w ith E.T. about doing something about the situation,
but the inevitable conclusion was that any little squeaking would be
suicidal against Mean Glean's laser eyes and toxic flames.
It was a sad and common scene to watch a little tourist in the middle
of the night holding his bursting little bladder, when he was barely half
way in his diligent journey to the far away and hopefully attainable little
urinal.
.
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6MHz. So you can run any timing
sensitive software now available.
Or BMHz to get the ful l benefit of
high-speed processing .
We Run With The B est of Them.
Because the TeleCAT-286 runs all
the most popular IBM programs.
Such as Lotus 1 · 2 - 3 . Symphony.
Framework. RBase 5000. dBase III.
And thousands more.

By Eric Zimmerman
Staff Writer

F

rom twisting to splashing,
the Greeks are involved this
week. Emotions and spirits are
high as they support their perspec
tive chapters. This is all to show
the campus that this is the type of
life with unity and mutual respect.
· Few people are aware that the
Greeks do care for the community.
Most of the events the Greeks put
on campus wide are to help their
associated charities. This week i1;
coming to an end and the Inter
fraternity Council and Panhellenic
Council would like to recognize
Scott Brown, Tyler Cannon, and

1

The Best Way to Balance
The Budget.
Buy smart.
With the TeleCAT- 286, you get a
lot more features and performance.
At a far more affordable price.

l

u

�·

(Continuedfrom page 4)

grow in so many ways. Applica
tions to become part of the staff of
the Calliope are available in the
English Department, Art Depart
ment and the Philosophy Lodge.
All applications are due b y
October 24th.
The applications for editorial
staff are mostly a formality. No
one will be rejected. If any further
information is needed, call Valerie
Wenzel at 473-8941 .
The time is now. Take a chance.
Let those creative ideas flow. You
might discover a talent that you
never knew you had.

And as an established leader in the
computer products marketplace, you
can count on us to support you with
updates and innovations for years
to come.

A s t:: · F·O R
SPEC I AL
UOP PR I CE !

Dorothy Jenkins for all their hard
work and dedication. They are true
UOP Greeks that have put
together a tremendous week.
The Interfranternity Council
took interviews for rush chairman
last week. This spring men's rush
will last three to four weeks. The
ftve fraternities still have to pick
dates for their individual parties.
The Executive Council has decided
to cancel the upcoming pre-rush
orientation, October 9. This fun
ction will pushed back to a later date.
Panhellinic and IFC will actively
participate in the National Collegi
ate Alcohol Awarness Week.
There will be a campus wide
function October 2 1 st. The Greeks
will demonstrate that there are
more things to Greek life than
alcohol related functions. This is
also demol)strated by the one
men's dry rush party and the wo
men's completely dry rush. The
Greeks understand responsible
drinking and are trying to show it.
There was a campus frrst last
Thursday, as Sigma Alpha Epsilon
and Omega Phi Alpha had their
frrst exchange. This party, flowing
with brotherhood, was a smashing
success. There was a general unde
rstanding of the friendship
amongst the houses and spirits
were high. This neighborly get
together was the frrst step to bring
ing unity within all fraternities.
More of this kind of block pany
will continue throughout the year.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon was proud
to welcome 28 new-little sisters into
their national chapter last week.
Also, Archania opened their arms
to 15 new sweethearts last Thurs
day.

Calliope

With no sacrifice in quality.
TeleVideo systems are known for
reliability. Just look at our installed
base of over 1 30,000 systems
worldwide.

Thanks to our dual -buffered disk
controller that reads an entire data
track in one pass.

J,

---· · - -· · .

I t' s a l l G ree k to me

The diflerence is, we run them at
maximum performance.

How to Improve Your Mem orr·
ly,
To use inside space more efficient
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Finding himself and his bladder in the fterce grip of Mean Mr.
Glean, and shaken, literally, by the seven to five ape bombardement
in the adjacent bathrooms, little E.T. sought refuge in an off-village
Ramad� Inp. Although this was a risky fmancial move for E.T., he
had no choice since he was facing the burning fmal tanning sessions,

Pe ormance·'�
XT Price.

(J I I

You're Invited to EnJoy
Exceptional Performance.
The TeleCAT- 286 is powered by
the high-performance lntel 80286
microprocessor. But even better,
we g ive you switch -selectable clock
speeds.

.
rrekp. bt·ke
thaJl help

5

ceptible gulp.
What should we do if by chance we run into this sort of a
frightening creature ourselves?
.
Should we overthrow his ugly mean empire, anamake a nasty mean
dragon soup out of him?
. .
.
Or should we kiss his voluminous tail and let him go on terronzmg
all the little tourists that fall prey to him in this little
village between the sea and the sierras?

Settle for more.

_
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and needed to recuperate somehow from a painful little cold that
he had caught during one of the many .little false fire alarms that
always seemed to go off during the worst blizzards that the little village
had.
Returning to North East pennyless, but in better health, little E.T.
found to his delight a new remodeled bathroom, although not on his
floor and although it had no mirrors, doors, curtains or toilet paper, it
was a relieving surprise. E.T. was ecstatic about Mean Mr. Glean's
disarming benevolence, that he almost believing that, as a gooey
petite tentacle had once put it, "Mean Mr. Glean was just a huggable
sweetie of a dragon."But unfortunately Mean Mr. Glean was not
about to surrender the fabulous proportions of his "the meanest"
reputation just that easy.
Viperous Mean Mr. Glean the dragon had found out that little E.T.
was trying to escape his monopoly, and so decided to take one last low
swipe at E.T.'s weakest point.
On a cold foggy day after the little Memorial day the mean Dragon
arranged to have E.T.'s little black cordless phone abducted from his
room . Thi� sort of action made the old dragon salivate just at the
thought of gleaning at little E.T. ru�gln anguish squigglin_g "E.T.
phone home-E.T. phone hoine . . . E.T. phone hoooooome .. . ' '
Sorrychildren, but this is not a story with a very happy ending. Lit
tle E.T. never got to phone home. He tried presenting a little receipt for
two hundred and sixty nirie little greens to Meart Mr. Glean. But in his
best abrasive dragonesque manner he clawed the little note gleaned a
frre and little note in a barely perstorm of frre ou it' and swallowed
-
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bristled white fur that matched the imposing perfectly erect spiky crest
Offi tan Stu�l!r that was always scraping the black clouds above Mean Mr. Glean.
Of lr! en.
Mr. Glean controlled all the little motels in this lit
Now this Mean
was betwe_en the sea and the sierras. To this little village
SChedU} elps
that
ge
villa
tle
f�r go· p migrated thousands .?f m��ature lttle tou�sts driving little conver
U as
0 n
tibles with a personali�y cnsts. The little tounsts had this problem, cer
h e ling
Udents dav� chOsen. tainlY not the little vehicles. They came evading big scary responecide o Co . sibilities and seeking to just maybe ripen
thc
t
slowly just a little itty-bit by
Of
t
h
e Co Ill� soaking in a 7percent silliness solution, and then exposing themselves
'<
•
llnd
ods to the sun.
o the
someUntry for long peri
befor ev� SixtY percent of these miniscule and not so miniscule tourists lived in
-- � to
Mean Mr. Glean' s motels. The Meanomonopoly forces the ·new little
abroad �· � tourists in the village to reside in these run down little motels and pay
d
astronomical little fees. Other tourists stayed because these motels
a better
.
seemed at frrst sight, one tiny green(the village currency) cheaper than
�
. Co
PUfJ>ose
that
t udYin tlsl�. motels outside the village. The remaining little tourists had beep lured
p .
�oun1
into t he Mean G lean Motel chain by beautifully deceiving- brochures
ding
sent to travel agencies for little tourists with little brains.
ho
alt ernativ t 0� On the thirtee.nth day of a cold frrst month of one year arrived to
e
might be
�� 1�
e this one little alien tourist from a far away galaxy. His midwanllllg the villag
0r
e
a die nam was Esteban, but he was otherwise known as E.T. His only
one is inter
possession was this little black cordless phone that he used to make Iitle f om eiested �. tle extragallactic collect phone calls to his little family. He was also a
for
Ul travelin mo
returning little tourist, meaning that he had previously spent some time
g
I at the village, but having suspended out his little vacation for a time,
to ao tho
d. now returning for his final and definitive tan. He decided to come
Bechte1
er is the �'lace to Inttr. back t� the sa�e little vill�ge sine� there he would be given credit for
8ll b his earher tanmng efforts.
a &reat place
Center may
SlW! During his extra galactic voyages, which lasted zillions of �ears,
w
be at E.T. obvio!lsly.had forgotten all about Mean Mr. Glean and his bad
g Places �
pus,
motel ratings. E .T. was placed in a motel named after an ex-tourists
turned land-developer who had donated many little greens to the
village:Nort hodore B. East. E.T. thought he would be happier here
than at the illreputed Grace ZooZoo motel.
Anyway, E. T. had been warned about the loud perpetual
vacationing behavior that little tourists generally exhibited in the
motels, always raising hell as if they were gremlins. But E.T. found to
•
his pleasure, that during the entire spring season that little tourists
"'14�.uJll't"
depends as much on tit were in their great majority respectful, and allowed E.T. to live and
sleep peacefully in the little motel referred to by it's lodgers as North
n t he
That's 'It) East.
are so im!Xl·
P
Mean Mr. Glean had set up an apparently independent but sub
h cduors must speak 011. missive organization denominated Office of Touri st Little Life. This
i
t hey choo�." ffice assigned to each little motel a lucious voluptious cold head ten
h.-.........,._ qu etly
o
ntinues by saying til tacle and many petite gooey assistant tentacles to slimily crawl about the
voting in which every. long motel halls keeping the reputedly obnoxious little tourists from
event ually swayed to m making too many little decibels and from soaking outside of their very
her. This is
little rooms and substances containing 7 percent of silliness or more.
•
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YOUR FAVORITE PROGRAMS.
The 'le/eCAT-286 runs all of
tod..Y., most popular programs.
No need to change the wayyou

worlc.
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CONCERTS:

i

Berl in offers stu d ents
a tri p on liT he Metro

E d ito r nee d s yo u r h e lp

II

·

ndly neighborhood Entertainment
Hi! It 's me again, your frie
erlin ,
an
LA
based MTV let it be known that it would
er you, but do you notice . how there
Editor. Listen, 1 hate to both
rock/dance group, will be in not be aired no matter what the
Do you know why that zs? Lack of
oren 't many stories on this page?
concert October 1 8 at the Spanos visual content. The video for "The
I'd have a few more st�ries, and
rs,
write
Metro" ended up in heavy rotation
writers. If 1 had a few more
Center in Stockton at 7 p.m.
articles a jew more limes than
the
by
ed
rtain
ente
that means you 'd be
The 1 982-83 release of the self on MTV and "Sex" became inst
few important points. ,
.
you are now. Let me bring up these
.
produced and fmanced LP Plea antly popular in clubs.
I need wnters! It s a great Job
stands
still
t
reques
y
M
1
Point
After a nationwide tour in 1 983,
sure Victim was the result of six
to be weekly, You write when
- set your own hours. It doesn 't have
Berlin performed at the 1 983 US
years of hard work by founding
in. Also, this request isn 't
ted
interes
're
you
you can, on the subjects
Festival, toured with The Police, A
member Jbn Crawford. A succes
f are invited to get involved.
restricted to students, the faculty and staf
sion of musical and personnel Flock of Seagulls, and The Fixx.
like to review plays and
Are there any professors out there who'd
changes eventually resulted in a The band then went on to headline
mber, this isn 't a paper
Reme
fore!
be
shows on campus? It 's been done
Line-up of lead singer Terri Nunn, two sold-out nights in the Los
community.
us
camp
entire
the
for
but
for the students only,
David Diamond, Matt Reid, Ric Angeles Universal Arnpitheatre.
but I'd like to take this
Point 2 - Forma/ letters are forthcoming,
Berlin's first full-length LP
Olsen, Rob Brill, and John Craw
in the Conservatory,
people
opportunity to ask the appropriate
Love Life, which included the
· ford.
ent to supply this
deportm
English
the
Drama/Dance, Art, and even
In late 198 1 , the first double songs "Now It's My Turn, "
ents. I will
departm
those
in
events
ing
upcom
for
rs
editor with calenda
single,
A-sided
' ' The "Dancing i n Berlin, " and "No
up. C 'mon,
come
they
as
events
these
publish
to
happy
than
be more
Metro" /"TeD Me Why," was re More Words," foDowed in 1 984
a few plays,
let 's try to get this year's students and faculty to attend
leased on an independent label run with much success. Currently, Ber
art
exhibit or
an
view
to
concert,
dance
a
some recitals, and maybe
by Berlin's manager. Response, es lin reached the Number One spot
pe.
Callio
two, and to read
pecially on college radio, was good on the singles chart with "Take My
.
Point three - This one is addreses d to everybody on campus
Breath Away" (love theme from
and the six song LP was prepared.
ons.
s
i
submis
some
get
"Campus Spotlights" cannot get started until I
Within ten weeks of its release, the movieTop Gun), and will have
lj
you write poetry, or know someone who does, send me a copy of
with the aid of the song "Sex," a new album out in October.
something that you think deserves to be printed. Also, there must be
Pleasure Victim achieved an as
Tickets are $ 1 4.50 General Ad
someone on campus receiving or working toward an award or
tounding 25,000 sales. In Decem mission and $ 1 2.50 for ASUOP
p for their musical, dramatic, dance, artistic, or writing
scholarshi
ber of 1 982, Berlin signed with cardholders.
talent. If not, maybe some other kind ofrecognition is being or should
Geffen records and in January of ........ ....... ..
be besto wed on them.
1 983 "Sex" was released as the •
A nswer to trivia question: •
Just call me at 946-2JJ4 or drop me a note at Hand Hall, third
first single. Most top 40 stations
3UJD'f31J I�U0/0:)
and let me know your_ideas. I needyour help.
.floor,
refused to play the single, and
•
�
...............
before a video was even made,
-------

:::'\ ! B

Chuck?

:
:

··�
·····
at the Sacramento
·········
Community
special guest will be
·········
Eddie Money and·········
are
S.SO
I
.. +
S
Tickets
p.m.
reserved.
8
at
2,
.
Oct
Thursday,
Theatre on
•
•
•
Stockton Fire Department Local 1 229 is sponsoring The Marshall
.
Harlill
guest,
special
with
Center,
Spanos
the
at
Tucker Band concert
The show starts at 8 p.m . . . on Fri. , Oct. 3. Tickets: $ 17.50/main floor, t
SIS.OO/reserved. . .
•

:
:
:t
:

�kay, so it's not music, but David Copperfield will perform his
slight-of-hand miracles at the Marin Civic Auditorium on Tuesday,
t
t October 7 at S:30 and 9:30 p.m. Tickets are $ 1 6.SO reserved, $2 1 .SO at
i the door...
t

!

i

Uvis Costello wiD play three consecutive nights at the Warfield
Theatre, Wed . , Oct. 8 thru Fri. , Oct. 1 0 at 8 p.m. with various guests t
t
and programs. Tickets: $ 1 8. SO reserved. . .
•
•
•
Would you Like to see Don Henley, Nils Lofgren, Tom Petty, Bruce +
Sprinpteen, Robin WDUams and Nlel YounR all in the same night':'
t You can at the Shoreline Amphitheatre in Mountain View, in an all +
acoustic evening of music to benefit The Bridge (a Bay Area charity.) +
That happens on Monday, October 1 3 at 8 p.m. Tickets are $21 . . .

!

:

f

:
:
:

Bertin tickets are on sale now at the University Box Office. They're
playing at the Spanos Center on Sunday, Oct. 19 at 8 p.m. Tickets are t
t $ 14.SO/General Admission, and $ 1 2.50 for students. ..
•
•
t
V C. THEATRE:

i �

.

:

•

:

:
:

+ Tomght: Raitkrs of 1M Lost Arlc, 6 and 9 p.m . . . . Friday thru Sunday:
1M Jewel of the Nlk, 6 and 9 p.m. on Friday, 3, 6, and 9 p.m. on
i Saturday and Sunday. . .
t
t
-.:,uesday: ComoJ Knowl«<re. 9 p.m. only. . .
t
•
•

t

i

i

LOCAL EVENTS:

Bernard Slade's "Tribute" will open at the Stockton Civic Theatre on
t
+ October 10 and 1 1 . What's so special? Audience participation that's
what ! It will also show at 8 p.m. on October 1 7- 1 8, 23-25, and October
30 through November I . Two Sunday matinees will show at 2:30 p.m.
on October 1 9 and 26. Tickets are $7 .SO/Adults, and $S. 50/Students
(under 19). Take a doUar off those prices for Sunday Matinees and
don't rorget that $2 student rush tickets go on sale five minutes before
showtame.

i

I:

TRIVIA:

What was the name of Professor Higgins virtual "sidekick" in
My Fair Lady?
J

•

'

'·

Answer hidden somewhere on }his page.

(

q

•

1

·

'

EXAM

•

+
t
t

:

.I
:

•

.,
LIKE THI

J

� .................................

PROFESSOR ' S

:
:
:

FILES

�rofessors from ar<?und the country have contributed
their exams and solutt�ns to produce EXAM FILES
There �re 9 for reqwred engineering courses (Statics
Dyna�Ics, Mech of Materials, Fluid Mech, Circui
s
Ana_ly�Is, Engr Econ, Materials Science Probability and
tatt�t!CS, Thermodynamics), Calculus' I, I I and I I I
Phx���s I, I I and III, Chemistry, and Engineer-In�
Tram mg.
See them in the rack at the University Bookstore.

t

- ee\3'\

ptloto SP

FROM
�
gt
college or

I

FREE . PRINTS

Or the grand prize, for the nwnber one stt.rlent referral
champi?f1 in ih! nation: a Porscl-e and one year d unlimited
coach a1r �1 .
I�you're a ful! ·t.: r"'" c;tudent at an accr�ditoo
w1i�
And how
you 1:. LO be � referral d ... ... . .pion? Just sign
vers1ty pl � JOU1 our Colleciate AightBank.SM Y
ou'll receive
u�
as
many
friends
as pussible, and make sure your mem ber,
a
card and nwnber that
}00 to get
sfu
p n �rnber is on their application. In order to be eligible fcr
a.'1d New York Airs alreOOy la..v fares. In
an
y
pnze you and your referrals must sign � befcre
a:ldmon, }a.� II get a one�time certificate good for
o£f any
and
referral must fly segments on COntinental or New
domestic roundtrip flight. Plus, )'00' 11 be aole to earn trips to
Y
ork
Atr before
And �·11 not only get credit fer the
places like Fl�?a, Denver, w
even l..pndon and
rre South Pacific.
bonus
every time }OU fly you'll earn mile� enrollment , )'OU'll also get
So
cut
the
coupon,
and
send it in now. Be sure to inch.rle
rute··ID.v�m" a � tnr. And if you sign up now }Oill also
}OUT current full time sttrlent ID number. That wa it'll only
M�:im� 3 free ISSues ot Business\Xkel< Careers magazine.
cost you
for one year
after
and
for four
years ($60 after
Your membership kit inclt.rl ing
forms, will arrive in to 4 weeks. If � have a credit
card, )'00 can call us at
and enroll even faster.
Now more than ever It pays to stay in school.

wip allow

�mbershi�
10 � � Con�ment:U

Angeles,

�use

THE ELECTRONI C
STORE

2ND LEVEL

$25

ea0

UNIVERSITY CENTER

12131/86

miles.

($15
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SIGN UP lOUR FRIENDS AND URN A POR5CHE.
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�
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I
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WHEN YOU SEE
THIS SEAL, YOU
KNOW YOU'LL
BE GETTING THE
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AVAILABLE TODAY I
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St ud en t ex pla ins his sid e of de bate

Dear Editor,
I sit here thinking abm:t the
post�ton I �ave taken regarding the
movte Hat{ Mary I wonder if I am
infringing on the rights of others
reg�ding some of the letters prin
ted m last week' s The Pacifican.
What would I do if a group of
concerned students wanted to re
move a scheduled movie that of
fended them religiously when I
have no concern for it religiously'?
Would I let it go by without a care,
would I protest, saying I have the
right to see it? Or would I, per
haps, give a second thought to the
concerned group to see if I am
offending them and if I am right in
doing so?
As I observe the reactions to the
letter I wrote to the UPBEAT
Films Committee, I see all three
happening . Unfortunately, I feel that
those who immediately protested
my view did not give the idea of

�.

possibly 'offending a group of
student much thought. (If you did
.
gtv�
. a second thought to my
posttlon, I thank you.)
I do agree that the freedom to
choose the movies to view, books
to read, lectures to attend etc. is
one that God supports. This is a

freed�m granted to everyone,
espectally in the United States.
However, when a small group of
people such as the UPBEAT Films
Committee is in a position to
�boose a small selection of any
literary material with the money of
� much larger group of people, the
tdea of responsibility immediately
becomes involved .
In the case of the UPBEAT
.
�ilms Committee, they are respon
Sible for choosing the movies to
be
shown for all students at UOP.
Because they represent the student
body of UOP, they must respect
the beliefs and concerns of all

students including the minorities. I
would not think that a movie
portraying the prophet Moham
med, of the Islam religion in a
lesser way than that of how most
Moslem students traditionally see
him would be a movie chosen for
this campus. In the same way I
would not expect a movie that
portrayed the Virgin Mary in a
lesser way than that of which most
Catholics and some other Christi
ans would traditionally see her to
be shown either.

Alcoho l editori a l sou r
with m i sconce pti ons
Dear Editor,

dent defends facts
"·

Editor

first issu� of The Pacifican
semester contained my article
the effects of atomic
lreannnrv. The second issue inclu
a letter from David Bagenski,
me of fabricating the data
related in my article. Anyone
suspects me of contriving this
or using it out of context
go to the campus library
locate the sources I used,
are cited at the end of this
·

l have been accused of appealing

emotion rather than reason in

my views concerning the
race. Only the fmal para
of my article actually argued
point on this issue; the rest of
article consisted of raw infor
as I found it in my four

If these facts appealed to
, this is because a nuclear
would unquestionably be a
emotional experience.

Regarding nuclear winter: of
it is still a theory, and I
it shall remain only a theory
the only way of proving it as
fact would be to start a nuclear

. Admirers of the military may
mterested to note that much of
data concerning these theories
confirmed by the National
·

of Science while under
of the Department of

�
.-.
!fet'ense .

�

...�

. .

,

I.\ •

.,

. .·

Never in my life have I said tfie
defense of the U.S. is unimportant.
Rather, the direction of my article
was that the enlargement of our
atomic stockpile is unnecessary for
national security.
I encourage everyone who feels
strongly about the arms race to do
a bit of research on their own, and
form opinions on a broad range of
sources. I also advise Mr. Bagenski, in order to gain a deeper
appreciation of science and its
theories, to enroll in more serious

'' peal.

physics courses.

Bulletin of Atomic Scientists, April
1986, pages 5-7.
" Reagan, God, and the Bomb, "
Fred Knelman, pages 2 , 47 , 77, 86,
165- 1 7 1 , 1 96, 253 .
" Nuclear War in the 1 980's? , "
compiled by Christopher Chant
and Ian Hogg, pages 26, 28, 3 1 ,
1 38 .
"Hiroshima and Nagasaki: The
Physical, Medical, and Social Ef
fects of the Atomic Bombings, ' ' by
the Committee for Compilation of
Materials on Damage Caused by
the Atomic Bombs in Hiroshima
and Nagasaki, pages 30, 54.

pacific talks

Tricia Krause has several miscon
ceptions about wine and the wine
industry, which she commits to
writing in her September 25th wine
letter to The Pacifican. She presents
numerous distorted or erroneous
statements regarding the sale of
"Tiger Wine" by the Athletic De
partment. Concerning herself not
with supporting facts, she proceeds
to link the production and sale of
wine with snob appeal, alcoholism,
juvenile delinquency, drug abuse
by athletes, and immoderacy, in
that order.
Her ftrst error, proposing that
wine was chosen as a promotional
product for its appeal to "upper
class patrons" is probably due to
an ignorance of wine varieties. I
oftq that ib.e )Vhite Zinfandel was
llaa'k
ap. � for. it mass "let
With all due reSpect to Delicato Vineyards, "White Zin" and
other blush wines are in no way
considered "connoisseurs" (or
"snobs") wines. On the contrary,
they are often regarded with disdain by wine authorities, their lack
of strength and complexity and
typically high residual sugar level
earning them a comparison to
"soda pop" . In any event, to regard wine as nothing more than a
lure for the "upper class" is a
stereotype absolutely unsupported
by fact.
Her second error, linking wine
consumption to alcoholism, is the
most serious. She uses the term
"alcohol usage" when referring

Dennis Deryke

to the conswnption of alcoholic bev
erages, doing a tremendous disservice
to those of us who actually drink
because we like the taste:
It is_ true that, given no alcoholic

beverage there would be no alco
holics, but to conclude that alcoholic
beverages should, for this reason,
be discouraged, is an overreaction
and a fatal leap in health; indeed it
has been shown that the occasional
"drink" is beneficial to one's well
being, a view even supported by
the Apostle Paul (I Timothy 5:23).
If a promotional line of cars were
sold by the Athletic Department,
�ould Krause object, noting the

Where would you like to

• • •

see

tine and caffeine, are not defined
as "drugs", in the unlawful and
evil sense of the word, by the
NCAA.
Finally, Krause descends to the
wretched depths of cynicism when
she equates the sale of this wine to
"Putting Tigers in their tanks."
All wine, apparently, is drunk sole
ly for the purpose of inebriation. If
she had any evidence to support
her claim, I might be tempted to
boycott Tiger Wine, and indeed all
wine, with her. But she hasn't, and
I won't.
Peter Johnson

Editorial
Car too nist
wanted

The Pacifican is searching for an
editorial cartoonist. Requirements
are artistic ability a knack for fin
ding humor in a variety of dif
ferent situations. If interested con
tact The Pacifican Hand Hall 3rd
floor or call 946-2 1 14.

respected.
What is better, a movie which is
offensive to a group of students of
the community or a movie of the
same artistic value which is much
less offensive?
I do hope the UPBEAT t'ilrns
Committee reevaluates the�• deci
sion concerning this movie.
Thank you for listening and
thank you Patrick Hayman, chair
man of the UPBEAT Films Com
mittee, for handling this situation
patiently.
Michael C. Vollmer
•

From the cor ner des k
Hey, Now!
Fir�t o.f all.• I would like to ap�logize to you all for the
late dtstnbutton of the first two Issues of The Pacifican.
f'he effo� that lea�s to your getting the paper every week
ts a learmng expenence for �� of us on the staff, though
we saw a vast Improvement m all aspects of preparation
and .pro�uction �fter only one iss,ue. In fact, the effort and
motivatiOn that ts expressed while working on the paper
has gone above and beyond my initial expectations.
Do you ever wonder, while reading The Pacifican, what
was actuallv done to get the oaoer to vou? For those of
you who have, this week ' s, "From the Corner Desk" is
dedicated to you.
T�e Pacifican office sits atop KUOP in Hand Hall. It
consists of a a small darkroom, a small typesetting room
and a general office area. It is here that thoughts ar�
�reated _into words, words into sentences, and paragraphs
mto arttcles.
!he week b�fore each .i ssue, the news editors, feature
edtt�r, entertamment editor, and sports editors assign
stones to our writers, while the editorial editor gathers
lett.ers . The photo editor collects photo requests and
asstgns these to the photographers. At the same time ' the
advertising staff is gathering ads.
Stories �e tu�ned in by Monday morning, proofed by
the respecti�e editor, re-proofed by the copy editor. Then,
the typesettmg staff starts to oreoare them for layout.
These "lightening-.fingered" students .type everything on
our computer, which then sends the mformation to our
tyP. esettin� machine to get printed. Also at this time all
editors, wtth the help of the managing editor, start to lan
out the la�out of t�eir section. The ads ar� put down frrst,
then stones, byhnes (who the story ts by), cutlines
(captions under photos), and headlines.
Layout goes on through Wednesdav. with the start of
the weekly "stress session" on Tuesday night. Many
factors s.et us back : delayed stories, stories of
late-breakmg news or happemngs, "getting used to the
new computer-time," and overall paper length.
We send the �aper out to the printers late Wednesday
afternoon, allowmg the staff to retreat to the library and
catch-up on all their work for the week. Then on
Thursday morning, we pick up the 4,000 issues ' and
distribute them around the campus.
One of the things about being a journalist is that you
have to be able to work well under stress. This is true of all
the Pacifican Staff; when the big mental sign in our heads
that says "DEADLINE" starts to come dangerously
close, the adrenaline starts to pump through our boates
and we shift up to fifth gear.
We at The Pacifican thrive on the pressure; we may not
like it, but it is a large factor of our motivation. Another
factor is t�e desire to bring you the finest paper possible
and the pnde we hold after every issue. Finally, it is you,
the reader, that makes it all worthwhile. We enjoy hearing
your comments and learning from them, whether they are
good or bad. This feedback . helps us produce a better
paper .
I'd like to thank all of our readers for giving us
something to shoot for - we are dedicated to you!
Fare thee well!

UOP j!oing in the future (changes/ im provements in

p

faculty, curriculum, campus, etc.)?
Shawn WeDs
PoUtical Science
Senior

Joan Cowger
Adminsitrative staff
Finance Center

Courtney Johnson
Music Therapy
Soph omore

I'd like it to stay the size it is.
The student�faculty ratio is a large
advantage of this school. It's one
of the reasons I picked it. People
are always there to help.

number of deaths and injuries re
sulting from auto accidents? Why
does Krause look back so nostalgi
cally on the sale of candy bars - is
not obesity a problem more perva
sive than atoholism? Candy bars
can be said to contribute to obesity
in the same way wine contributes
to alcoholism.
Krause next tells the hypotheti
cal story of a drunken little bro
ther, sincere in his desire to "help
the Tigers" - a sad portrait indeed.
I suppose she is faulting the Athle
tic Department for allowing a min
or to consume an alcoholic bevera
ge, which amounts to an attack on
their ethical standards. Personally
I must defend the Department, for
they have no\ to my knowledge,
contributed to the delinquency of
minors in any past situation.
�llowing this anecdpte is a ref
erence to drug-testing in athletics,
with a question of the admissibility
of "Tiger Wine" in these tests.
Krause may rest easy in the assur
ance that alcohol, as well as nico

For this reason I do not think
the UPBEAT Films Committee ex
ercised their freedom responsibly
in choosing the movie Hail Mary. I
and other students are not happy
that this movie is coming to the
campus when a movie which
would be much leSs offensive to
the students of UOP could be
chosen. That is why I initially
appealed to the UPBEAT Films

Committee to remove the movie in
of another, less offensive
movie with the same artistic value
would replace it.
I do not think I am infringing on
the rights of others when I ask that
a ftlm be taken off the movie
schedule, because I do not think
the beliefs and concerns of the mi
ity group of students were being

hopes

Kent L. J oe
Music Education
Junior
We need improvements in the
Conservatory. We need improve
ments in salaries for the faculty,
better practice facilities, much
more scholarship money and a
greater awareness of the intellec
tual stimulation which Conserva
tory students partane in.

I've been here a lone time. I
don't want the school to get any
larger. My son is at UCLA and I
just can't understand that. They
have made a lot of improvements
in the past few years.

Sandra Hernandez
Education
Freshman
We 'need more activity between
the students and faculty, events
like the Business School's Barbe

que. The school should stay the same

size as it is but they need to publi
cize it more. No one knows where
the school is or what it is all about.

UOP needs a few more minority
faculty members. I feel the stu
dents are being cheated, not just
the minority students but all of the
students. It's going in the right
direction by trying to meet student
needs with the new library. Also,
we need to bring the students more
t<>gether. They could also put a bar
on campus. It's obvious students
go off campus and they spend their
money there.

8 ' .

spoRts

Tig ers sp ik e Sta nf ord

TIGER TRACKS
SCHEDULE

By Bryan Cruz

Friday, Oct. 3

Sports Editor

Booster Luncheon at Holiday Inn

!2:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

Volleyball at UC Irvine
Water Polo at NorCal Tourney (Stanford)

TBA

Sat., Oct. 4
Field Hockey at Stanford

2:00 p.m.

Football hosts UC Davis

4:00 p.m.

Volleyball at San Diego State

7:30 p.m.
TBA

Cross Country at Stanford Invit.

Pacific enjoyed one of the biggest wins in football history in
defeating Minnesota of the Big Ten Conference 24-20 in Minneapolis.
It was UOP's frrst win over a Big Ten team and came before 50,270
fans in the Hubert Humphrey Metrodome. The Aggies of UC Davis,
meanwhile, cruised to a 39- 10 halftime lead enroute to an easy win at
Santa aara to stay unbeaten.

panos Center witnessed a
remat ch of last year' s
NCAA volleyball playotls as · ihe
champion UOP Tigers edged
highly ranked Stanford in five
games last Wednesday to extend
their current winning streak to
eight matches.
The Tigers won the frrst game
15-13 with U .S. Olympic team
member Elena Oden dominating
for Pacific with continuous spiking
and miraculous blocking. Mary
Miller, who leads the team in kills ,
and Teri McGrath assisted heavily
in blocking and spiking which sent
Pacific to a win by two points.
During the second game, the

S

TiJters and the Cardinal traded the
lead several times. Oden, Miller,
and McGrath each continued to
play opportunistic offense and de
fense. Teresa Smith, of Stanford
spiked until the Cardinal took the
second game 1 0-15. The third
game concluded relatively quick
with the Tigers winning 1 5- 1 1 .
Pacific's Hert sisters aspired to
please the crowd during the fourth
game with diving saves and quick
returns. This kept UOP even with
Stanford unti1 Stanford's Smith
aggresively sent Stanford to , a
� 1 0- 1 5 game in the fourth.
The fifth game was classic. Both
UOP and Stanford traded the lead
and fought to gain side outs in
order to extend their leads, but the
game was a tight one throughout.

y
The climatic end featured the Lad
ng
traili
ge,
Tigers at a disadvanta
by five points. The entire team
worked to obtain side outs and
carefully put points on the board .
This is where the defense won the
game. Pacific continuously robbed
Stanford at each attempted game
point. UOP carne back to win,
17- 1 5 in convincing fashion as a

�

NCAA champion team would, by
determination and experience un-

der pressure.
"Both teams were up for this
event, •• said Coach John Dunning
after the match . "We played even
better than we did against Te� . "
Dunning also stated that his players were "excited" in playing Stanford. "They want each other. The
girls on each side of the net know

one another , ' • he explained. "This
as �n the rrst game
m whi�h e �Is were exctted.
Pac1fic s wm over Stanford was
the club's eighth straight and was
the scene of two all-time blocking
records . The Tigers recorded 30
team blocks and 44 block assists,
surpassing previous bests of 27 and
34, respect1vely.
Attendance figures at Pacific's
four home games this season have
soared over recent years, and have
risen with each match . A
�n-opening crowd of 2,496
saw the Tigers against UC Santa
Barbara, but since that time,
crowds have averaged 2,957 for
Tiger wins over Cal Poly, Texas,
and Stanford. The largest of the
season was the 3, 158 for last Wed
nesday•s bout with the Cardinal.

•

�

�

� �n

For the second time this year Pacific football is being telecast live by
KCRA-TV Channel 3 in Sacramento. KCRA Sports Anchor Bob
ogue, �ho called the Sacramento State game back on September 6,
ts entauvely scheduled to call the Pacific-Davis game Saturday with
Skip Vanderundt on color commentary again. And all Pacific games
are telecast live on KJOY Radio 1 280 AM with Wayne Hagin on the
call , former UOP player Duane lsetti with color commentary and
Dave Roselli with post-game lockerroom reports.

�

�

Pacific volleyball is one of four PCAA schools ranked 1 -2-3-4 in the
country in the most recent coaches poll released by the CVCA. The
Tigers rank No. 3 behind San Jose State and San Diego State, and
ahead of Hawaii.

Pacific's win over Fresno State was the ninth straight win. The 1985
NCAA Champions, Pacific will host this season's NCAA Final Four.
The 1 986 NCAA Final Four will be held in Stockton's A.G. Spanos
Center (6,000) on December 1 8 and 20 for volleyball.
Blastinl lt past three Stanford blockers is FJaina Oden.

PCAA Ti g e r:s ta ke
Big Te n M i n nesota
By Brian Thom ps on

f

Sports Editor

erhaps victory for the T
. igers
has never been sweeter than
eating the Big Ten Conterence
Minnesota Gophers 24-20 in Min
neapolis. It was Pacific's frrst win
over a Big Ten team.
The win places Pacific at 3-1
overall, and 1 -0 in the Pacific
Coast
Athletic
Association
(PCAA). Statistically the Tigers
were somewhat under their season
averages in most catagories, but
still topped the Gophers in most
statistical catagories and had over
400 yards in total offense for the
fourth time this year
Pacific's 3-1 start is the best
since 1 974 when the Tigers finished
&-S under Chester Caddas. A win
this weekend would put the Tigers
at 4-1 for the frrst time since 1 969,
the year Pacific went 7-3 under
Doug Scovil.
The Tigers have had a 1 00-yard
rusher in their three previous
games this year. James Mackey
had 103 against Sacramento State,
Tun Richardson 103 at Wyoming
and Steve Michaels 1 19 against
New Mexico State. But against
Minnesota Pacific did not have a
100-yard rusher. Instead of a single
rusher the Tigers rallied for a triple
threat including Hue Jackson with
Mackey, Richardson, and Mi
chaels for 200 of Pacific•s 240
rushing yards.
Quarterback Hue Jackson
rushed for 52 yards and two
touchdowns, throwing for a third
and earning stellar marks from Pa
cific and Minnesota coaches for his
offensive execution Saturday.
Jackson now has 2,3 17 yards in total
offense at Pacific and needs only
261 yards to join the top 10 total
offense career leaders at UOP. For
his effort in Minnesota Jackson
earned PCAA Player of the week.
Pacific is sixth nationally in
rushing offense but Head Coach Bob
Cope is optomistically confident of
improvement. " I think offensively
we're just going to get better and
better. Our young receivers are
starting to come into their own.
We've got three really good start
ing halfbacks in Mackey and Ri
chardson and Simien certainly
went in Saturday and made some

big plays. "
On Saturday, October 4th the
Tigers will host an excellent foot
ball team in University California
at Davis. The Aggies have been
averaging 1 60.5 yards rushing per
game, and 226 yards passing per
game. But these stats should not be
a serious problem for Pacific to
handle this weekend. The victory
over Minnesota provides the Tigers
with a momentum they can use
against Davis.
"This is a big football game for
us. Davis is an excellent football
team. Jim Sochor is the fourth or
fifth winningest coach in Division
II football and has done a tremen
dous job over the years there. This
is a big game. Each game has the
�e weighted value. It's really
unportant for our football team
that we don't suffer a letdown and
continue to build our momentum
going into conference play. Davis
has one of the really outstanding
quarterbacks in the country." This
coming from Coach Cope when
asked about the game this Satur
day. His Tigers will welcome
Division II play after whipping a
B' Ten team.

Need reliable transportation in an

elegant old car? 1966 Pontiac
Catalina, white, with hardly a
mark on her. $600 . 946-261 5 or
957-5322.
Happy Birthday
Heidi Fogelman!
Oct. 2, 1986. You suck, dammit! !
Luv ya, A,S,M,L,M,&J

FlU this space
contact The Paciflcan

ATTENTION: Lorenda Allen,
Please get well soon-I love it when
you're healthy! (wink, wink-nudge, nudge). Who loves ya? You
KNOW I do!
CPM

'LBL-1 LOVE YOU! Let's get
cozyl--ARM

Please write for me, I need you so
badly! call 946-21 14. Love from
your Entertainment Editor.

GOTTSCHALKS
Your Opportunity in Retail

California's Largest I ndependently Owned
Department Store
Will be on Campus I nterviewing

Thursday, October 9, 1986

For Executive Trainees

Opportunities in Buying, Operations, Personnel,
Fm�ce, Dat� Processing and Fashion Merchandising

S1gn-ups m Placement Officefor Appointment

Welcomes our new

AWESOME

Wednesday , October 8

Jennifer Hardy

Susan Bimber

Ann Heim bucher

Kristen Blue

Mary Hen ward

Suzanne Bragg

Wen dy Hop per

Allison Bucher

Keri King

Kristen Culwell

Mari Mueller

Angela Daline

Amy Northern

Julie Dearmond

Hallie Park

Tina Domian

Amanda Parrott

Julie Donohue

Colleen Walsh

Loraine Drye

Susie Winn

Kristin Gain

Michelle Winters

SEASO NAL POSITIONS AVAILABLE:
-eq u i p . operators

-food serv1ce

-clerical

-house keepers

-accountin g

-park i n g attendants

-sk i school

-ticket checkers

-sk i patrol

-ticket sellers

-sk i rental

-Bld g . mai ntenance

-sk i mechan ics

H I R I N G CLINI CS

Saturday, Octob er 1 1 t h & Octo ber 25th
9 :00 A . M . at the Red Cl iffs ( M a i n ) Lod g e

KI RKW O O D SKI RESO RT

35 mi. south of Lk. Tahoe on Hwy 88
For f u rther i n formati on contact :
.
K 1 rkwood, P.O. Box 1 , Ki rkwoo d , CA 95 646

(209) 258-6000

An Equal O pport u n i ty Empl oyer

Corie Worden

Sienna Yoshida

at 4:30 p.m. at U.C. Conference Room

K i � kwood S k i Resort is see k i n g q u a l ified, service
onented employees for the 86/87 season.

Sisters ! ! !

Valencia Beatty

Margaret Guess

Students Attend Pre-session on:

SKI RESOR T

L ittle

Stephanie Grubbs Anne Woolsey

GOTTSCHALKS Strongly Recommends All Interested

[ftKIRKWO®]

-lift operators

OMEGA PHI
ALPHA

classified

CONGRA TULA TIONS
To Our New Little Sisters From

TH E ME N OF SIG MA AL PH A EP SIL O N

S.A.E. #

1

S.A.E.

#

And Thanks To All Those Wh o Partici
pat ed
i s Ye ar's Rus h ! I I

-----�'n�Th
Lisa Althaus
Elizabeth Baker
M'Lisse Bates
Allee Becker
Deanne Benjamin
Pam Biau
Julie Blum

Kendall Bower
Kristen Center
Kim Crain
Michele DaGrade
Jeni DeBernard
Amy DeFord
Mehssa Fries

Susan Garrett
Teresa Grim
Katie Harper
Brooke Herrington
Deanna Hun t
Jan e Hus ton
Sarah Massey

1

.

Krissy Ortner
Stephanie Ortneo
Kim Rosenkranz
Amy Somerville
Marian South
Sydney Spargins
Ruth Zimmerman

